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FOREWORD
This is the 33rd year in which the University of Arizona, in concert with
the Arizona Newspapers Association and hundreds of voting newspeople
throughout the United States, has honored a colleague for a quality and
courageous performance in behalf of press freedom.
The John Peter Zenger Award was created in 1954 when the late Douglas
Martin was head of the Journalism Department. It was first presented to E.
Palmer Hoyt of The Denver Post for his visionary warnings on the perils of

McCarthyism.
The list of winners that followed reads today like a journalistic hall of fame:
James Reston, Eugene Pulliam, Arthur Krock, John Knight, Wes Gallagher, Erwin D. Canham, Tom Wicker, Katharine Graham, Seymour M. Hersh, Robert
W. Greene, Fred Friendly and Walter Cronkite.
A new name is added today: Eugene L. Roberts, Jr., executive editor of
The

Philadelphia Inquirer.

This is truly a national award, for the ballot went to 400 editors, publishers
and former Zenger winners throughout the world.
The Zenger award traditionally is to honor someone who has provided
"distinguished service in behalf of freedom of the press and the people's right
to know." The selection of Mr. Roberts fulfills that description with distinction and focuses attention on the breadth of the First Amendment.
Mr. Roberts has led The Inquirer to 13 Pulitzer Prizes since 1972, and under
his leadership the newspaper has won more than 135 other national awards
for its accurate and comprehensive news coverage.
Before joining The Inquirer, Mr. Roberts was, for four years, national editor
of The New York Times, a job in which he directed news coverage throughout
the United States. Before becoming an editor at The Times, he was chief Southern
correspondent and civil rights reporter for The Times during the critical 1960s.
He was The Times' chief war correspondent in Vietnam.
Born in Pikeville, North Carolina, Roberts grew up in the newspaper
business as the son of a weekly newspaper publisher and journalism educator.
He is a graduate of the University of North Carolina and held a Nieman
Fellowship in Journalism at Harvard University.
He broke into newspapering as a farm reporter for his hometown
newspaper, The Goldsboro NewsArgus in Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Before joining The New York Times, he held such jobs as maritime reporter
for the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, Sunday editor for the Raleigh News and
Observer, and city editor of the Detroit Free Press.
He is co- author of "The Censors and the Schools," published in 1963 by
Little, Brown & Co. He also co- edited "Assignment America," an anthology
of national reporting in The New York Times, published in 1974.
Among his awards is the William Allen White Award for editing. He is a
member of the Pulitzer Prize Board. He is married and the father of four
daughters.
Mr. Roberts, it is my pleasure, and the honor of the University of Arizona,
to present to you the 1987 John Peter Zenger Award for outstanding service
in support of press freedom and the people's right to know.
Nils Hasselmo
Senior Vice President

University of Arizona
November 13, 1987
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Not The Sound, But the Silence
by Eugene

L.

Roberts, Jr.

I can think of no name in the history of American journalism that I would
rather be linked with than that of John Peter Zenger. So I stand here today speaking in memory of him, with pride and awe.
Sometimes, though, I think we honor Zenger for the wrong reason. Because
his case became the underpinning for a free press in America, we think of him
at times as having solved a problem. He didn't. Instead, he showed us how
to fight and persevere. And if he were still with us, he would still be having
to fight.
The sad truth is, two hundred and fifty years after the Zenger case, we
are still encountering public officials who try to silence their critics, whether
those critics be the press or the officials' own constituents.
William Cosby, the royal governor of New York, had Zenger jailed for
publishing criticism of his administration. Today there are public officials who
are trying to silence criticism by making it too expensive to chance. They use
protracted libel and defamation litigation as weapons of intimidation and with
more success, at times, than Governor Cosby had with Zenger.
We are in the midst of an epidemic of cases by public officials who as
fervently want to silence their critics as Governor Cosby wanted to silence
Zenger. The Westmoreland and Sharon cases are the best known, but they are
the merest tip of the iceberg.
Just five months ago, former Sen. Paul Laxalt of Nevada withdrew a $250
million libel suit against the McClatchy Newspapers of California, but only after
it had been piling up attorneys' fees for more than three years.
In Arizona, The Arizona Republic and the Phoenix Gazette are contesting
a $64 million libel suit filed by Dick Godbehere, the sheriff of Maricopa County. And the threats of libel suits are flying against The Republic, The Gazette
and the Mesa Tribune as the story of the recall campaign against Governor
Evan Mecham unfolds.
My newspaper, The Philadelphia Inquirer, is being sued by two state
supreme court justices for articles that probed into the need for court reform
in Pennsylvania.
In Virginia, the Norfolk papers, the Virginian -Pilot and the Ledger -Star,
are being sued for $6.6 million by Virginia Beach Mayor Robert G. Jones.
In Illinois, the state Supreme Court is hearing an appeal of a $200,000 libel
judgment in favor of the chairman of the St. Clair County Board of Commissioners against the Belleville News Democrat, a daily of 48,000 circulation.
Freedom of expression is not, of course, the peculiar province of the press.
In a democracy, it rightly belongs to everyone. But the wave of litigation that
has broken over the press has emboldened public officials to use defamation
suits against private citizens, even their own constituents.
It is disquieting to say the least that 250 years after the Zenger case, that
American citizens who take a grievance before an elected governing body can
and do get sued for their pains. Consider the plight of citizens in Towamencin
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Township, a suburban community near Philadelphia.

The township's growth had outstripped the capacity of its sewage system.
Sewage was backing up in basements, streets and into at least one stream.
Citizens were growing alarmed over possible health hazards. The State Department of Environmental Resources ordered that no more building permits could
be issued for construction in the areas served by the overloaded sewage system.
But the housing continued to go up despite the ban.
The Association of Towamencin Concerned Citizens conducted its own
investigation and concluded 84 building permits had been backdated. Township
officials acknowledged that the permits were, indeed, backdated but argued
that there was no wrongdoing involved, merely a misunderstanding. The explanations provoked angry questions from the citizens' group directed at
township supervisors and their township solicitor, Frank Jenkins. At one point
at a public meeting, this exchange occurred between Jenkins, the solicitor, and
Robert C. Smith, the head of the citizens' group:
"You want to call me a liar," Jenkins shouted at Smith.
"Yeah, if I have to," Smith replied.
"Well, we'll hear about that again," Jenkins said.
For those of us who have spent part of our lives covering public meetings,
none of this was especially extraordinary: A citizen being angrily skeptical of
government acts; a public official resenting the skepticism. But this time, the
furor did not end with stormy meetings. In September 1986, Township Solicitor
Jenkins sued Citizen Smith for defamation. And Smith had the suit hanging
over his head for a full year. Finally, Jenkins withdrew his complaint, but only
after the cost to Smith of $10,000 in legal expenses.
Smith refused to be silenced. "I fought in World War II for just this reason
to be able to stand up in a public meeting without getting shot or sued."
But others have been silenced. In the aftermath of the furor in Towamencin another outspoken citizen did what many outspoken Americans do every
day. He wrote a letter to the editor. The letter contained a passage that questioned the way Jenkins had handled the sewer dispute. The editor of the
newspaper, the Lansdale Reporter, decided against printing the letter. And for
a very interesting reason. The paper, which has a circulation of only 18,500,
already had three libel suits against it
and did not want any more.
"I know most libel suits are nuisance suits," says Dick Shearer, the paper's
managing editor. "But I also know that nuisance suits can bring a little paper
down. I've got to be careful. I guess I'm at the point some would call cold feet"
The Towamencin furor, alas, is not an isolated case. Raymond S. Henderson, the president of a local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, is being sued for defamation by five members of the
town council of Braddock, Pennsylvania, a suburb of Pittsburgh. His offense?
He appeared before the council and accused its members of being racially
motivated when they dismissed a black secretary.
The Towamencin and Braddock stories tell us much about the intensity
and danger of the libel crisis in America today. They tell us:
That public officials are using libel suits to silence their critics;
That libel actions by public officials have spread beyond the press and
are being used against private citizens;

-

-
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That libel suits have become so pervasive in some parts of the nation
that a small suburban daily like the Lansdale Reporter can be, and in fact was,
faced with three pending libel suits.
That there is, beyond reasonable argument, clear and persuasive evidence
that libel suits by public officials are having a chilling effect on public discussion; and
That there is a limit to how much libel litigation a newspaper can absorb without becoming inhibited in the way it passes information on to the
public.
Surely, you might say, I am reading too much into recent struggles over
free speech in Pennsylvania. And I will reply to you that, if anything, I am
understating.
Consider that under Pennsylvania law, which is not appreciably different
from that of many other states, Towamencin Solicitor Jenkins is totally immune
from being sued for anything he says about Citizen Smith, or anyone else, at
public meetings and in carrying out the duties of his office. But he sued Citizen
Smith for what Smith said in a public debate with him.
Once again, there is an imbalance where we ought to have a balance. And
township councilmen, like solicitors, can say anything they wish at their
meetings about Raymond Henderson, or any other citizen, without fear of being sued. But Raymond Henderson can be and, in fact, is being sued for criticizing them. And so it goes across the nation.
Joe Novotny, a resident of Bel Air, Maryland, filed a brutality complaint
against a Harford County deputy sheriff who had arrested him. The deputy
sheriff was cleared of the charge and immediately went after Novotny with
a libel suit.
On Long Island, a Policemen's Benevolent Association has proclaimed that
henceforth it will file suit against every citizen filing a misconduct complaint
that is ultimately found to be unsubstantiated by the police department's civilian
review board. The number of complaints about police misconduct, as you might
imagine, has declined sharply.
Roy Craig, a rancher in Durango, Colorado, didn't like the way county funds
were being spent on a land-use plan. He wrote a letter to the Durango Herald,
complaining that the private planning firm hired by the county was overspending its budget. The planning firm sued him for libel.
One of the many dismaying features of the current libel crisis is that we,
as a nation, don't understand the dimensions of it. We read of the big cases
General William Westmoreland against CBS and Ariel Sharon, the former
defense minister of Israel, against Time magazine and assume that libel suits
are directed in the main against huge television networks and large publications that are wealthy enough to take the cases in stride. We might even rationalize that libel suits balance the power of the "big media"
And there are some hopeful signs that the so- called "big media" are holding
the fort against libel suits brought by public figures. Just last month, the U.S.
Supreme Court refused to review a Circuit Court of Appeals decision to throw
out a $2 million verdict won by the president of Mobil Oil Corporation against
The Washington Post. And last year, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of The
Philadelphia Inquirer when the court ruled that, in matters of public concern,

-

-
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plaintiffs cannot win libel damages from news organizations without proving
that published statements about them were false.
But what we don't realize is that, fueled by the publicity of cases like those
of Sharon and Westmoreland and Laxalt, libel suits are spreading beyond the
"big media" to small dailies and weeklies and to journals of opinion and even
I might say especially
to private citizens, and companies and organizations. In legal vernacular, these cases are described more by what they aren't
than by what they are: "Non- media" libel cases. And the numbers are growing
dramatically. From January 1985 until last week, there were 44 court opinions
in defamation libel cases issued in Pennsylvania. Of those 44 cases, only 17
involved the media as defendants. The other 27 cases involved private companies or individuals.
and how much
With those numbers in mind, think how long it takes
once a libel or defamation suit is filed. The suit against the
it can cost
Maryland man for filing a police -brutality charge was dismissed, and an appeals court has affirmed his right to register a complaint. But it cost him $15,000
in legal fees and hung over him for half a decade. That Colorado rancher, Roy
Craig, couldn't afford a lawyer and decided to read up on libel law himself.
He never had any legal training, but he now considers himself Colorado's leading
authority on libel.
In 1983, a county judge entered a summary judgment that Craig was exercising his right of free speech. Was that the end? No, the company took it to
the Colorado Court of Appeals, which agreed in a ruling issued in October of
last year that Craig had the right to express his opinion. The end? No. Because
it was a split decision, the company asked for a rehearing, and the court quickly
affirmed its decision. But that still isn't the end. Now the appeals court is considering a second petition for rehearing, and Roy Craig is still under the shadow
of the libel suit six years after he put his letter in the mailbox. He figures he
would be $100,000 in debt today if he had hired a lawyer. He's still writing
from
letters to the editor, but the Durango Herald won't print any letter
him or anybody else
that might land the paper in court.
How did we arrive at such an alarming juncture of American democracy
system that is rooted in the belief that government belongs to the people
and that they have the right, the duty even, to criticize? It started, ironically,
23 years ago, when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Times vs. Sullivan that
publications and citizens had broad latitude to criticize public officials, including
even the latitude of error. But it made one exception to that freedom. If malice,
or reckless disregard of the truth, could be proved, the court said, a public
official could recover libel damages.
It was clear the majority of the court thought it was ratifying wide -open
criticism of government and robust public debate. But three justices Goldberg,
Douglas and Black
knew better, and said so. They warned that the "actual
malice" loophole undermined the very freedom the ruling sought to protect,
and they predicted four disastrous results:
First, they predicted an imbalance in freedom of expression in favor of
public officials. Those officials would have absolute immunity from libel suits
for anything they said or wrote, in office, about private citizens or the press.
But private citizens and the press would not be afforded the same immunity

-
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when they, in contrast, were discussing or criticizing those same public officials.
Second, they warned that the establishment of malice as a measure of
libel would lead to juries' inquiring into the state of mind of journalists.
Third, they foresaw politicians turning to friendly juries to mute criticism
they didn't like.
Fourth, they predicted a chilling impact on freedom of expression, given
the tools of harassment the ruling gave politicians and public officials to use
against critics.
Twenty -three years have passed. Have their fears been realized? If anything,
the three justices are proving to have been conservative in their foreboding.
Public officials, indeed, are using litigation and friendly juries to mute their
critics, whether they be in the media or just ordinary outspoken American
citizens. In 1985, an informal survey by the Pennsylvania Associated Press
Managing Editors Association elicited response from 64 Pennsylvania editors.
Twenty -five of the 64 had been sued 95 times in the last five years, and 34,
or over one -third, of those suits were filed by pubic officials.
And some of the newspapers, especially small, financially vulnerable
newspapers, have reacted in ways that have muted not only their voices, but
those of the people. Two weeklies, for example, have eliminated controversial
letters to the editor.
"We exercise great caution on reporting local government meetings," says
John P. Kameen, publisher of The Forest City News, a weekly with circulation
of 3,000. "We do not publish letters to the editor which single out a public
official for criticism"
Gregory L. Stock, editor of the Jeannette Spirit, a weekly with 2,000 in
circulation, has gone even further. He cites a list of actions he has taken:
"Have declined to publish several letters to the editor for fear of libel action.
"Have refrained from writing editorials on several subjects of regional and
timely importance for fear of legal reprisals.
"Have refrained from investigative reporting and would not welcome any
information of corruption, malfeasance, etc"
Chilling effect is not, of course, confined to Pennsylvania. In 1985, a state
judge in Lancaster County, South Carolina, dismissed a $4 million libel suit
filed by the county's former chief magistrate against The Lancaster News. The
News had reported that the former magistrate had not followed the law in selectfact that even the magistrate did not dispute. He agreed that he
ing juries
had bent the rules but said that the newspaper made it sound worse than it
was. Even though The Lancaster News was completely vindicated, the suit still
hangs over the paper. And after two years of time and money and trouble,
Publisher Richard Gannaway says he wants to make extra sure that he doesn't
get sued again.
"The whole process is a very time- consuming and upsetting one," he says,
"and we want to avoid anything like it in the future. If there is any question,
any question at all, we tend simply not to print it. The chilling effect is a very
real one, and that's a sad commentary on our profession."
A sad commentary, indeed, and a shameful abuse of the judicial system.
We can count the number of private citizens and newspapers being sued. We
can quantify with charts and statistics the scope of the libel problem and the
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dollars being spent in defense.
What we cannot count is the number of people who aren't writing letters,
aren't signing petitions, aren't speaking out in council meetings, aren't talking
to reporters for fear of being hauled to court. We have no count of the number
of leads that aren't being followed, the abuses of power and privilege that aren't
being disclosed because editors cannot afford the time and expense that a libel
suit costs.
This is what should alarm us most of all not the sound, but the silence.
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